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ABSTRACT

Systems and methods for imaging seismic data using hybrid
one-way wave-equation-migration in tilted transverse iso
tropic media and/or hybrid two-way reverse-time-migration
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2
Laterally Varying Tilted TI Media” by San, et al., “Implicit
Wave Equation Migration in TTI Media Using High Order
Operators' by A. A. Valenciano, and "3D TTI Implicit
Finite Difference Migration With Nonlinear Optimized
Four-Direction Splitting Expansion” by Hua, et al., one-way
WEM is able to produce an anisotropic image with high
efficiency. Nevertheless, because the one-way WEM ignores
up-going waves, one-way WEM fails to handle extremely
complex structures, such as steeply dip events and over

SYSTEMIS AND METHODS FOR MAGING
SESMC DATA
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

The priority of PCT Patent Application No. PCT/US2012/
051387, filed on Aug. 17, 2012, is hereby claimed, and the
specification thereof is incorporated herein by reference.
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention generally relates to systems and
methods for imaging seismic data. More particularly, the
present invention relates to imaging seismic data using
hybrid one-way wave equation migration in tilted transverse
isotropic media (“hybrid TTI-WEM”) and/or hybrid two
way reverse time migration in tilted transverse isotropic
media (“hybrid TTI-RTM).
25

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

As a commonly applied technique for imaging seismic
data, conventional tilted transverse isotropic (“TTI) reverse
time migration (“RTM) (collectively “TTI-RTM) propa
gates a source wave field forward in time and a receiver
wave field backward in time to image the subsurface reflec
tor by any well-known two-way wave equation Such as the
two-way wave equation described in the paper “Reverse
Time Migration: Geophysics” by Baysal, et al. and in the
paper “Migration by Extrapolation of Time-Dependent
Boundary Values: Geophysical Prospecting” by G. A.
McMechan. Although wave equation migration and/or
reverse time migration are referred to herein as two-way,
they may also be referred to as full-way. In the paper
Acoustic Approximations for Processing in Transversely
Isotropic Media” by T. Aikhalifah, for example, conven
tional TTI-RTM is referenced to propose a pseudo-acoustic
approximation in transversely isotropic media with a vertical
axis (“VTI). Based on the pseudo-acoustic approximation
in VTI media, research such as, for example, that described
in the papers “An Anisotropic Acoustic Wave Equation for
Modeling and Migration in 2D TTI Media” by Zhou, et al.
and “Reverse Time Migration in Tilted Transversely Isotro
pic (TTI) Media” by Fletcher, et al. extended this approxi
mation from VTI to TTI media. These techniques enable
structures with strong anisotropy to be imaged. Although
conventional TTI-RTM has been applied widely, the com
putation cost and storage for wavefields are still disadvan
tages for current computer systems. In other words, the
computation cost and memory requirement are still prob
lems for large dataset migration, especially for three-dimen
sional (3D) conventional TTI-RTM.
Instead of a two-way wave equation associated with
conventional TTI-RTM, a one-way wave equation can pro
vide faster processing and handle strong lateral velocity
variation. One-way wave equations, such as a Finite Differ
ence propagator, a Phase-Shift-Plus-Interpolation propaga
tor, and/or a Generalized Screen propagator, demonstrate
good accuracy in general. By extending the one-way iso
tropic wave equation migration (“WEM) to TTI-WEM as
described in the papers "3D Wavefield Extrapolation in

turned reflectors.

To combine the advantages of one-way WEM and two
way WEM, a hybrid propagator for prestack migration in
isotropic media was developed and is described in the paper
“Hybrid One-Way and Full-Way Wave Equation Propagator
and Prestack Migration” by Luo and Jin (“Luo and Jin') The
hybrid propagator combines one-way and two-way WEM to
extrapolate a wavefield progressively. In this manner, a
one-way propagator may be applied to less complex media
while the two-way propagator may be applied to extremely
complicated media. Although the use of the Luo and Jin
hybrid propagator in isotropic media generates comparable
image results with two-way WEM for RTM with less noise
and computational costs, it has not been applied to TTI
media. Moreover, the Luo and Jin hybrid propagator does
not contemplate the use of Pade approximation, which could
provide maximum accuracy for wave propagation.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
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The present invention therefore, meets the above needs
and overcomes one or more deficiencies in the prior art by
providing systems and methods for imaging seismic data
using hybrid TTI-WEM and/or hybrid TTI-RTM.
In one embodiment, the present invention includes a
method for imaging seismic data, which comprises: i)
approximating TTI coefficients using a Pade approximation
and a dispersion relation equation; ii) applying hybrid TTI
WEM to a velocity model and anisotropic parameters for a
pre-stack shot gather using the approximated TTI coeffi
cients and a computer system to determine a source side
wavefield propagation value and a receiver side wavefield
propagation value in a frequency-space domain; iii) con
verting the Source side wavefield propagation value and the
receiver side wavefield propagation value from the fre
quency-space domain to a time-space domain; and iv)
applying a Zero-lag cross-correlation image condition equa
tion to form a partial output image using the converted
Source side wavefield propagation value and the converted
reservoir side wavefield propagation value.
In another embodiment, the present invention includes a
non-transitory program carrier device tangibly carrying
computer executable instructions for imaging seismic data,
the instructions being executable to implement: i) approxi
mating TTI coefficients using a Pade approximation and a
dispersion relation equation; ii) applying hybrid TTI-WEM
to a velocity model and anisotropic parameters for a pre
stack shot gather using the approximated TTI coefficients
and a computer system to determine a source side wavefield
propagation value and a receiver side wavefield propagation
value in a frequency-space domain; iii) converting the
Source side wavefield propagation value and the receiver
side wavefield propagation value from the frequency-space
domain to a time-space domain; and iv) applying a Zero-lag
cross-correlation image condition equation to form a partial
output image using the converted Source side wavefield
propagation value and the converted reservoir side wavefield
propagation value.

US 9,536,143 B2
4
In step 101, seismic Survey data such as, for example,
prestack shot gathers in time-space ("T-X) domain, a
Velocity model and anisotropic parameters such as, for
example, epsilon (e), delta (Ö), tilted dip angle (0) and
azimuth angle (cp) are input using the client interface and/or

3
Additional aspects, advantages and embodiments of the
invention will become apparent to those skilled in the art
from the following description of the various embodiments
and related drawings.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

the video interface described further in reference to FIG. 6.

In step 102a, a migration depth is set between the hybrid
TTI-WEM and the hybrid TTI-RTM using the client inter

The present invention is described below with references
to the accompanying drawings in which like elements are
referenced with like reference numerals, and in which:

FIG. 1 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of
a method for implementing the present invention.
FIG. 2A is an image illustrating an exemplary Velocity

face and/or the video interface described further in reference
10

model.

FIG. 2B is an image illustrating an anisotropic parameter
epsilon (8) for the velocity model in FIG. 2A.
FIG. 2C is an image illustrating an anisotropic parameter
delta (6) for the velocity model in FIG. 2A.
FIG. 2D is an image illustrating an anisotropic parameter
theta (0) for the velocity model in FIG. 2A.
FIG. 3A is an image illustrating the results of conven
tional hybrid one-way WEM and conventional two-way
RTM in isotropic media.
FIG. 3B is an image illustrating the results of conven
tional hybrid one-way WEM and conventional two-way
RTM in VTI media.

FIG. 3C is an image illustrating the results of the method

15

and/or video interface described further in reference to FIG.

25

in FIG. 1.

FIG. 3D is an image illustrating the results of conven
tional two-way RTM in TTI media.
FIG. 4A is an image illustrating the results of conven
tional two-way TTI-RTM.
FIG. 4B is an image illustrating the results of the method

30

in FIG. 1.

FIG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of
a method for implementing step 106 in FIG. 1.
FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating one embodiment of
a system for implementing the present invention.

35

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

6. Alternatively, the prestack shot gather may be selected
automatically. In either event, it may be selected at random
or in any other predetermined manner.
In step 103, the method 100 determines if the migration
depth is zero. If the migration depth is zero, then the method
100 proceeds to step 111 where only the hybrid TTI-RTM
will be applied in the T-X domain to the prestack shot gather
selected in step 102b using the velocity model and aniso
tropic parameters from a surface of the earth to the extent of
the velocity model. If the migration depth is not zero; then
the method 100 proceeds to step 104 where the hybrid
TTI-WEM will be applied in the frequency-space (“F-X')
domain to the prestack shot gather selected in step 102b
using the velocity model and anisotropic parameters from a
surface of the earth to the migration depth and the hybrid
TTI-RTM will be applied in the T-X domain to the prestack
shot gather selected in step 102b using the velocity model
and anisotropic parameters from the migration depth to the
extent of the velocity model.
In step 104, the prestack shot gather selected in step 102b
is converted from its native T-X domain to the F-X domain

40

The subject matter of the present invention is described
with specificity, however, the description itself is not
intended to limit the scope of the invention. The subject
matter thus, might also be embodied in other ways, to
include different steps or combinations of steps similar to the
ones described herein, in conjunction with other technolo
gies. Moreover, although the term “step” may be used herein
to describe different elements of methods employed, the
term should not be interpreted as implying any particular
order among or between various steps herein disclosed
unless otherwise expressly limited by the description to a
particular order. While the following description refers to the
oil and gas industry, the systems and methods of the present
invention are not limited thereto and may also be applied to

to FIG. 6. The migration depth may be used to separate the
Velocity model and anisotropic parameters into an area
where the hybrid TTI-WEM will be applied from a surface
of the earth to the migration depth below the surface and an
area where the hybrid TTI-RTM will be applied below the
migration depth to an extent of the Velocity model.
In step 102b, a prestack shot gather is selected from the
prestack shot gathers in step 101 using the client interface

45

50

using techniques well-known in the art such as, for example,
a fast fourier transform (“FFT) algorithm.
In step 105, a TTI dispersion relation equation, which is
also be referred to as a quartic equation, is created from the
well-known phase velocity function and rotation matrix. By
extending dispersion relation in laterally varying TTI media
to 3D TTI media, including varying dip angle (0) and
azimuth angle (cp), and keeping the shear Velocity non-zero
to stabilize one-way wave extrapolation, the dispersion
relation equation in 3D TTI media can be written as:
caTHc,THCT+cT+co-0

(1)

where:

other industries to achieve similar results.

The present invention significantly reduces the computa
tional time associated with conventional two-way TTI-RTM
by applying a hybrid TTI-WEM with an implicit finite
difference algorithm and by applying a hybrid TTI-RTM
with an explicit finite difference algorithm. The present
invention also provides better image quality with less arti
facts and can also handle geological topography naturally.

55

c3 = -((f - 1)2esin20-f(e-0)sin40)(T. cosp - Tsingp)
60

tion is illustrated.

c2 = (2(f - 1)(1 + e)-f(e-o)(2cos2a – sin2a))(Ticosp-Tysine) +
2(f - 1)(1 + e) + (f - 1)ssine-f(e.- 0)cose)(Tsing + Tycosp) +
(2esine + 2 - f)

c1 = (2esin26(f - 1) + f(e.- 0)sin40)(Ticosp - Tsingp) +
2sin20(f - 1)e + f(e– 0))(Ticosp-Tysine)(Tsing + Tycosp) +

Method Description
Referring now to FIG. 1, a flow diagram of one embodi
ment of a method 100 for implementing the present inven

c4 = f -1 +2esine(f - 1)- (Éce- osin2)
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2esin26(Tycosp-Tysinsp)
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-continued

-continued

V aP 2

Co (f - 1)(1 +2ecose) - te osin2)(Ticose Tsingp) --

V aP

(3.2)

( ) “aay
V aP
a Po'alay)"

(3.3)

oa Po'y a(

(f - 1)(1 +2e)(Tsingp + Tycosp) --

) V* ICI,
a
3P

2.

2((f - 1) (1 + e + ecose) - f(e- 6)sine)(T. cosp Tsingp)
(Tsingp + Tycosp)? + (2-f +2ecos’0)(T. cosp- Tsingp)? -((2 +2e-f)(Tsingp + Tycosp)? - 1)

a

1 +b co -day-

v

V 3P

1 +b - Cody

10

There exists four solutions, two of them are related to up and
down-going P-waves and the other two are related to up and
down-going S-waves. The TTI dispersion relation equation
(1) includes the anisotropic parameters from step 101 for the
prestack shot gather selected in step 102(b).
In step 106, TTI coefficients are approximated using the
TTI dispersion relation equation (1). One embodiment of a
method 500 for approximating the TTI coefficients is

15

described further in reference to FIG. 5.

In step 107, a hybrid TTI-WEM and/or a well-known
phase shift algorithm are applied in the F-X domain to the
Velocity model and anisotropic parameters for the prestack
shot gather selected in step 102b. If water is present in the
Velocity model and the migration depth is not below a
subsurface where the water meets the earth, then only the
phase shift algorithm is applied. If water is present in the
velocity model and the migration depth is below a subsur
face where the water meets the earth, then the hybrid
TTI-WEM and the phase shift algorithm are applied. If
water is not present in the velocity model, then only the
hybrid TTI-WEM is applied. Because the velocity of water
is a known constant, the anisotropic parameters are all Zero
when applying the phase shift algorithm. The hybrid TTI
WEM is applied from a surface of the earth or a subsurface
where the water meets the earth to the migration depth. The
phase shift algorithm is only applied from a water Surface to

25

30
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a subsurface where the water meets the earth. In order to

apply the hybrid TTI-WEM in the F-X domain, T, T, and

T from equation (8) are replaced by the partial differential

40

operators

;9 PV 'ay,
P V an 'ago,
to PV
lar,

45

which produce the following equation:
P 2 V a P (3) ti V 3P
C.V aC)
* leia. d2 Cody "e2,..,ay

de T
3:

20

V 3P

1 +b - Cody

(2)

50

rithm.

V 3P

1 +b -Cody
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where P is the source side wavefield or the receiver side

wavefield that must be propagated, V is velocity, () is
angular frequency, T is the solution for equation (1) when

T, and T are Zero and a, b, c1, a2, b, c, are the values of

the TTI coefficients from equation (8). Equation (2) can then
be solved using a well-known implicit finite difference
(“FD) algorithm and the following equations:
ÖP

a

8.

V

- : it. To

Thus, the solution from equation (3.1), which is the value of
P. is used as input to Solve equation (3.2) and obtain the
value of P, which is used as input to solve equation (3.3) and
obtain the final value for P. In this manner, cascading is used
with the implicit FD algorithm to obtain the final value of P
for source side wavefield propagation and the final value of
P. for receiver side wavefield propagation. For source side
wavefield propagation, the input is a Ricker wavelet (t).
Assuming the Source side wavefield is P. (iw, ix, iy, iz) and
P=0, then P, (iw, ix, iy, =P, (iw, ix, iy, iz)+Ricker wavelet
(iw), which is used to solve for P in equation (3.1). For
receiver side wavefield propagation, the input is gather (t. X,
y), which is the prestack shot gather selected in step 102b.
Assuming the receiverside wavefield is P. (iw, ix, iy, iz) and
P-0, then P. (iw, ix, iy, iz)=P (iw, ix, iy, iZ)+gather (iw, ix.
iy), which is used to solve for P. in equation (3.1). In order
to apply the phase shift algorithm in the F-X domain when
water is present in the Velocity model, equation (3.1) is
solved for P and P. For source side wavefield propagation,
the input is a Ricker wavelet (t). Assuming the source side
wavefield is P, (iw, ix, iy, iz) and P=0, then P, (iw, ix, iy,
iz)=P (iw, ix, iy, iz)+Ricker wavelet (iw), which is used to
solve for P in equation (3.1). For receiver side wavefield
propagation, the input is gather (t, x, y), which is the
prestack shot gather selected in step 102b. Assuming the
receiver side wavefield is P. (iw, ix, iy, iz) and P=0, then P.
(iw, ix, iy, iz)=P(iw, ix, iy, iz)+gather (iw, ix, iy), which is
used to Solve for P in equation (3.1). In this manner, P and
P may be used as the input in equation (3.1) to solve for P.
and P, when applying TTI-WEM in the FX-domain instead
ofusing the assumed P and P. described hereinabove when
only hybrid TTI-WEM is applied.
In step 109, the source side wavefield propagation value
(P) and the receiver side wavefield propagation value (P)
from the hybrid TTI-WEM and/or the phase shift algorithm
in step 107 are converted from the F-X domain to the T-X
domain using techniques well-known in the art such as, for
example, an inverse fast fourier transform (“IFFT) algo

(3.1)

In step 110, the following Zero-lag cross-correlation
image condition equation is applied to form a partial output
image (I (x, y, z)) using P and P. from the hybrid
TTI-WEM and/or the phase shift algorithm in step 107:
i

60
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line (x, y, z) =XP, (x, y, z, it): P(x, y, z, it)

(4)

In step 111, a hybrid TTI-RTM is applied in the T-X
domain to the Velocity model and anisotropic parameters for
the prestack shot gather selected in step 102b. The hybrid
TTI-RTM is applied from the migration depth, which may
be a surface of the earth if it is zero, to the extent of the
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velocity model. P1 and P2 from the hybrid TTI-WEM and/or
the phase shift algorithm in step 107 are used as input to
Solve equation (5):
32

6 Oy
812

= V2(1 +2e)M'Cru + (V – Vi) V1 + 26 Nory + ViN'oh,
=VEp V1 +20 - -V1V2+ 25- M'Oh + ViN'ory
+ VM'Oy
p
where:
2

f

(1 - sin°ocose)

M =

32
N =

32

32

32

32
32

T. s. To - - -

- --

-

In step 506, a least square optimization method is applied to

10 and B, to ultimately approximate the TTI coefficients.
Tymax finax
yymin.

Txmin

(7)

T-

15
2.

To - - 32

(6)

1-2, B(T2). 1-2, B(T)

Xa,T
i=l

-- sinosines -- cosis
32

2.

Xa, T:

equation (6), which forms equation (7) and is solved for C,

32

- Sin26cosp avoc T sin (sin2p 0x6 y

sin cose

5

+ (1 - sinosine)is -- sines

32

-sinosing

f

2

(5)

2.

Xa,T

2.

Xa,T.
-- -

- dTyd Ty

1 - 2 B (T) 1 - 2 B (T3)

+sin2Osinaa. + sin20cosp 8x8. -- sinosin2.gia,

A least square optimization method such as, for example, the
well-known Bonded Variable Least Square optimization

and where O. O. are horizontal and vertical stress compo method may be used. Once C, and f, are known, a second
nents, respectively, and 0 and (p are dip and azimuth angle, 25 order Pade approximation may be used to approximate the
respectively. Equation (5) thus, may be solved using a TTI coefficients. For second order approximation, the maxi
well-known explicit FD algorithm in the manner described mum propagation angle is up to 50°. Thus, the upper limit
in International Patent Application Publication No. of T, and T, for least square optimization is less than +0.85
WO/2011/053327, which is incorporated herein by refer and the lower limit of T, and T, is greater than -0.85. For
ence. When 0 and (p are set to Zero with e and 6, equations 30 fourth order approximation, the maximum propagation
(1) and (8) become hybrid VTI-RTM schemes, when 0, cp, e. angle is up to 70°. Thus, the upper limit of T, and T, for least
and 8 are all set to zero, they will become traditional hybrid square optimization is less than +0.90 and the lower limit of
T, and T is greater than -0.90. Because the hybrid TTI
isotropic RTM schemes.
WEM
may be applied in shallow places, second order
In step 112, the Zero-lag cross-correlation image condition 35 approximation
is satisfactory for good image quality, how
equation (4) is applied to form a partial output image (I
ever, any order for approximation could be used. In this
(x, y, z)) using P and P. from the hybrid TTI-RTM in step manner, a large propagation angle is obtainable over other
111.
well-known methods that produces better image quality. By
In step 113, low wave number and migration artifacts are second order Pade approximation, C, and f, are transferred
removed from the partial output images in steps 110 and 112 40 to approximate the TTI coefficients (a, b, c,) in the follow
by filtering and Smoothing to generate amplitude consistent ing equation:
partial output images. A well-known low-wave number filter
is applied to the partial output images from steps 110 and
(8)
112, then each filtered partial output image is divided by the 45
source-side wavefield propagation value P from step 111 to
generate the amplitude consistent partial output images.
In step 114, the method 100 determines if there are more The TTI coefficients (a, b, c) from equation (8) may be
prestack shot gathers from the seismic Survey data in step saved in respective tables before applying the hybrid TTI
101. If there are more prestack shot gathers, then the method 50 WEM.
100 returns to step 102b to select another prestack shot
gather. If there are no more prestack shot gathers, then the
EXAMPLES
method 100 proceeds to step 115.
In this example, hybrid TTI-RTM and conventional two
In step 115, the amplitude consistent partial output images
from each iteration of step 113 are stacked and displayed 55 way TTI-RTM are applied to offshore data for a comparison
using techniques well-known in the art. As a result, noise of their resulting images. A phase shift algorithm was
will be significantly cancelled and the final image will be applied according to step 107 in FIG. 1 from a water surface
enhanced.
to a subsurface where the water meets the earth. The hybrid
was applied according to step 107 in FIG. 1 from
Referring now to FIG. 5, one embodiment of a method 60 TTI-WEM
the
subsurface
to a migration depth of 2 km. The hybrid
500 is illustrated for performing step 106 in FIG. 1.
TTI-WEM was applied from 2 km to the extent of the
In step 502, a Jenkins-Traub algorithm is applied to velocity model at 16 km according to step 111 in FIG. 1. An
equation (1) to solve for T which represents polynomial image of the velocity model is illustrated in FIG. 2A. The
Zeros that relate to a down-going P-wave.
anisotropic parameters for the velocity model in FIG. 2A are
In step 504, the TTI dispersion relation equation (1) is illustrated in FIGS. 2B(e), 2C(ö) and 2D(0).
split by Pade approximation into X and y directions. Equa
As illustrated by a comparison of FIGS. 3A and 3B with
FIG. 3C, the application of the hybrid TTI-RTM as a result
tion (1) then becomes:
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of the method 100 in FIG. 1 produces a much cleaner and
clearer image (FIG. 3C) than the images produced by
conventional techniques in isotropic media (FIG. 3A) and
conventional techniques in VTI media (FIG. 3B). Moreover,
the image in FIG. 3C is much cleaner and clearer than the
image in FIG. 3D at the water layer, which was produced by
a conventional two-way RTM in TTI media. For example,
the image ghost within circle 302d and circle 304d in FIG.
3D is not as evident within circle 302c and circle 304c in

FIG. 3C. In the example illustrated by FIG. 3C, hybrid
TTI-RTM saves 20% computational time than conventional
two-way TTI-RTM when the migration depth is set at 2 km
out of a total 16 km. If the migration depth is set deeper,
more computational time may be saved. In table 2 below, the
relative computation time for hybrid TTI-RTM and two-way
conventional TTI-RTM in isotropic, VTI and TTI media is
illustrated for this example.

10
tor memory (e.g., various types of RAM or ROM). Further
more, the Software and its results may be transmitted over a
variety of carrier media such as optical fiber, metallic wire,
free space and/or through any of a variety of networks Such
as the Internet.

10

15

TABLE 2

Moreover, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the
invention may be practiced with a variety of computer
system configurations, including hand-held devices, multi
processor systems, microprocessor-based or programmable
consumer electronics, minicomputers, mainframe
computers, and the like. Any number of computer-systems
and computer networks are acceptable for use with the
present invention. The invention may be practiced in dis
tributed-computing environments where tasks are performed
by remote-processing devices that are linked through a
communications network. In a distributed-computing envi
ronment, program modules may be located in both local and
remote computer-storage media including memory storage
devices. The present invention may therefore, be imple
mented in connection with various hardware, Software or a

Two-Way TTI-RTM (s)

Hybrid TTI-RTM (s)

Isotropic

1.O

0.75

VTI
TTI

2.0
4.0

1.63
2.75

In another example, the application of the hybrid TTI
RTM is tested on 2007 TTI data from BP. The image in FIG.
4A illustrates the results of conventional two-way TTI
RTM. The image in FIG. 4B illustrates the hybrid TTI-RTM
as a result of the method 100 in FIG. 1. Although the
conventional two-way TTI-RTM image in FIG. 4A accu
rately illustrates a saltboundary, noise appears on the top of
the image and an image ghost appears within the circle 402a.
By applying hybrid TTI-RTM, the noise at the top of the
image in FIG. 4B weakens and the image ghost within the
circle 402b beside a salt boundary is significantly reduced.
Hybrid TTI-RTM thus, will handle rugged topography
and complex near Surface layers by wave equation datum
ing. Conventional two-way TTI-RTM, however, cannot
handle topography or must apply vertical static shift to the
pre-stack shot gather. Wave equation datuming is therefore,
more accurate than applying a vertical static shift, especially
for areas where the velocity contrast between the near
surface and the substratum is not large. Hybrid TTI-WEM
will also generate better results than applying a vertical

25

30

of the invention.
35

The memory primarily stores the application programs,
which may also be described as program modules containing
computer-executable instructions, executed by the comput
ing unit for implementing the present invention described
herein and illustrated in FIGS. 1-5. The memory therefore,
includes a hybrid TTI-WEM module and a hybrid TTI-RTM
module, which enable the method illustrated and described

40

45

static shift.

System Description
50

The present invention may be implemented through a
computer-executable program of instructions, such as pro
gram modules, generally referred to as Software applications
or application programs executed by a computer. The Soft
ware may include, for example, routines, programs, objects,
components, and data structures that perform particular
tasks or implement particular abstract data types. The Soft
ware forms an interface to allow a computer to react
according to a source of input. SeisSpaceTM, which is a
commercial Software application marketed by Landmark
Graphics Corporation, may be used as an interface applica
tion to implement the present invention. The Software may
also cooperate with other code segments to initiate a variety
of tasks in response to data received in conjunction with the
source of the received data. The software may be stored
and/or carried on any variety of memory media Such as
CD-ROM, magnetic disk, bubble memory and semiconduc

combination thereof, in a computer system or other process
ing System.
Referring now to FIG. 6, a block diagram of a system for
implementing the present invention on a computer is illus
trated. The system includes a computing unit, sometimes
referred to as a computing system, which contains memory,
application programs, a client interface, a video interface
and a processing unit that includes a graphics processor or
graphics card. The computing unit is only one example of a
Suitable computing environment and is not intended to
Suggest any limitation as to the scope of use or functionality

55
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in reference to FIG. 1. and integrates functionality from the
remaining application programs illustrated in FIG. 6. The
hybrid TTI-WTM module therefore, may be used to imple
ment steps 104-110 in FIG. 1 and the hybrid TTI-RTM
module may be used to implement steps 111-113 in FIG. 1.
Alternatively, the TTI-WEM module and the TTI-RTM
module may be combined into a single module to implement
steps 104-113 in FIG. 1. The memory also includes Seis
Space.TM which may be used as an interface application to
supply input data to the hybrid TTI-WEM module and the
hybrid TTI-RTM module and/or display the data results
from the hybrid TTI-WEM module and the hybrid TTI-RTM
module. SeisSpaceTM, therefore, may be used to implement
steps 101-102b and 114-115 in FIG. 1. Although Seis
SpaceTM may be used as an interface application, other
interface applications may be used, instead, or each hybrid
TTI-WEM module and hybrid TTI-RTM module may be
used as a stand-alone application.
Although the computing unit is shown as having a gen
eralized memory, the computing unit typically includes a
variety of computer readable media. By way of example,
and not limitation, computer readable media may comprise
computer storage media and communication media. The
computing system memory may include computer storage
media in the form of volatile and/or nonvolatile memory
Such as a read only memory (ROM) and random access
memory (RAM). A basic input/output system (BIOS), con
taining the basic routines that help to transfer information

US 9,536,143 B2
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between elements within the computing unit, such as during
start-up, is typically stored in ROM. The RAM typically
contains data and/or program modules that are immediately
accessible to, and/or presently being operated on, the pro
cessing unit. By way of example, and not limitation, the
computing unit includes an operating system, application
programs, other program modules, and program data.
The components shown in the memory may also be

12
to determine a source side wavefield propagation value
and a receiver side wavefield propagation value in a
frequency-space domain;
converting the Source side wavefield propagation value
and the receiver side wavefield propagation value from
the frequency-space domain to a time-space domain;
and

included in other removable/nonremovable, volatile/non

Volatile computer storage media or they may be imple
mented in the computing unit through an application pro
gram interface (API) or cloud computing, which may
reside on a separate computing unit connected through a
computer system or network. For example only, a hard disk
drive may read from or write to nonremovable, nonvolatile
magnetic media, a magnetic disk drive may read from or
write to a removable, nonvolatile magnetic disk, and an
optical disk drive may read from or write to a removable,
nonvolatile optical disk such as a CD ROM or other optical

10

value.
15

media. Other removable/non-removable, volatile/nonvola

tile computer storage media that can be used in the exem
plary operating environment may include, but are not lim
ited to, magnetic tape cassettes, flash memory cards, digital
versatile disks, digital video tape, solid state RAM, solid
state ROM, and the like. The drives and their associated

computer storage media discussed above provide storage of
computer readable instructions, data structures, program
modules and other data for the computing unit.
A client may enter commands and information into the
computing unit through the client interface, which may be
input devices such as a keyboard and pointing device,
commonly referred to as a mouse, trackball or touch pad.
Input devices may include a microphone, joystick, satellite
dish, Scanner, or the like. These and other input devices are
often connected to the processing unit through the client
interface that is coupled to a system bus, but may be
connected by other interface and bus structures, such as a
parallel port or a universal serial bus (USB).
A monitor or other type of display device may be con
nected to the system bus via an interface. Such as a video
interface. A graphical user interface (“GUI) may also be
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used with the video interface to receive instructions from the

client interface and transmit instructions to the processing
unit. In addition to the monitor, computers may also include
other peripheral output devices such as speakers and printer,
which may be connected through an output peripheral

5. The method of claim 2, further comprising applying a
phase shift algorithm to the velocity model and the aniso
tropic parameters for the pre-stack shot gather before apply
ing the hybrid TTI-WEM to determine the source side
wavefield propagation value and the receiver side wavefield
propagation value.
6. The method of claim 5, further comprising setting a
migration depth between the hybrid TTI-WEM and the
hybrid TTI-RTM.
7. The method of claim 6, wherein the phase shift algo
rithm is applied to the velocity model and the anisotropic
parameters from a water surface to a subsurface where the
8. The method of claim 6, wherein the hybrid TTI-WEM
is applied to the Velocity model and the anisotropic param

50

meets the earth to the migration depth.
9. The method of claim 6, wherein the hybrid TTI-RTM
is applied to the Velocity model and the anisotropic param
eters from the migration depth to an extent of the velocity

eters from an earth surface or a subsurface where water

model.

While the present invention has been described in con
nection with presently preferred embodiments, it will be
understood by those skilled in the art that it is not intended
55

contemplated that various alternative embodiments and
modifications may be made to the disclosed embodiments
without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention
defined by the appended claims and equivalents thereof.

10. The method of claim 2, further comprising:
filtering and Smoothing each partial output image to
generate a respective amplitude-consistent partial out
put image:
stacking each amplitude-consistent partial output image:
and

60

The invention claimed is:

1. A method for imaging seismic data, which comprises:
approximating TTI coefficients using a Pade approxima
tion and a dispersion relation equation;
applying hybrid TTI-WEM to a velocity model and aniso
tropic parameters for a pre-stack shot gather using the
approximated TTI coefficients and a computer system

rotation matrix.

45

tion are well-known.

to limit the invention to those embodiments. It is therefore,

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
applying hybrid TTI-RTM to the velocity model and the
anisotropic parameters for the pre-stack shot gather
using the converted Source side wavefield propagation
value and the converted receiver side wavefield propa
gation value to determine another source side wavefield
propagation value and another receiver side wavefield
propagation value in the time-space domain; and
applying the Zero-lag cross-correlation image condition
equation to form another partial output image using the
another source side wavefield propagation value and
the another receiver side wavefield propagation value.
3. The method of claim 2, further comprising:
stacking each partial output image; and
displaying the stacked partial output images.
4. The method of claim 1, wherein the dispersion relation
equation is created from a phase Velocity function and a

water meets earth.

interface.

Although many other internal components of the com
puting unit are not shown, those of ordinary skill in the art
will appreciate that Such components and their interconnec

applying a Zero-lag cross-correlation image condition
equation to form a partial output image using the
converted Source side wavefield propagation value and
the converted reservoir side wavefield propagation

65

displaying the stacked amplitude-consistent partial output
images.
11. A non-transitory program carrier device tangibly car
rying computer executable instructions for imaging seismic
data, the instructions being executable to implement:
approximating TTI coefficients using a Pade approxima
tion and a dispersion relation equation;
applying hybrid TTI-WEM to a velocity model and aniso
tropic parameters for a pre-stack shot gather using the
approximated TTI coefficients and a computer system
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15. The program carrier device of claim 12, further

13
to determine a source side wavefield propagation value
and a receiver side wavefield propagation value in a
frequency-space domain;
converting the source side wavefield propagation value
and the receiver side wavefield propagation value from
the frequency-space domain to a time-space domain;
and

applying a Zero-lag cross-correlation image condition
equation to form a partial output image using the
converted source side wavefield propagation value and
the converted reservoir side wavefield propagation

10

value.

12. The program carrier device of claim 11, further
comprising:
applying hybrid TTI-RTM to the velocity model and the
anisotropic parameters for the pre-stack shot gather
using the converted source side wavefield propagation
value and the converted receiver side wavefield propa
gation value to determine another source side wavefield
propagation value and another receiver side wavefield
propagation value in the time-space domain; and
applying the Zero-lag cross-correlation image condition
equation to form another partial output image using the
another source side wavefield propagation value and
the another receiver side wavefield propagation value.
13. The program carrier device of claim 12, further
comprising:
Stacking each partial output image; and
displaying the stacked partial output images.
14. The program carrier device of claim 11, wherein the
dispersion relation equation is created from a phase velocity
function and a rotation matrix.

comprising applying a phase shift algorithm to the velocity
model and the anisotropic parameters for the pre-stack shot
gather before applying the hybrid TTI-WEM to determine
the source side wavefield propagation value and the receiver
side wavefield propagation value.
16. The program carrier device of claim 15, further
comprising setting a migration depth between the hybrid
TTI-WEM and the hybrid TTI-RTM.
17. The program carrier device of claim 16, wherein the
phase shift algorithm is applied to the velocity model and the
anisotropic parameters from a water surface to a subsurface
where the water meets earth.

15
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18. The program carrier device of claim 16, wherein the
hybrid TTI-WEM is applied to the velocity model and the
anisotropic parameters, from an earth surface or a subsurface
where water meets the earth to the migration depth.
19. The program carrier device of claim 16, wherein the
hybrid TTI-RTM is applied to the velocity model and the
anisotropic parameters from the migration depth to an extent
of the velocity model.
20. The program carrier device of claim 12, further
comprising:
filtering and smoothing each partial output image to
generate a respective amplitude-consistent partial out
put image:
Stacking each amplitude-consistent partial output image:
and

30

displaying the stacked amplitude-consistent partial output
images.

